
Pin cushion fabric egg tutorial
Instructions No. 1229
 Difficulty: Beginner

Use these instructions and simply sew the practical fabric eggs. You'll get a great pin cushion with pocket - perfect for your sewing hobby. 

What materials are needed for the pincushion cloth eggs? 
The suitable Fabric cut, enough Web tape, the sheep and buttons to apply are offered in a finished Creative set . From these materials, together with filling
cotton wool, the sewing machine and scissors, the great decorative eggs are created. 

Here's how it's done 
First of all, the motif template ( click on Download motif template) is printed out on the PC and the egg shape is transferred to the fabric. For a fabric egg you
need two cuts in complete egg shape and another Fabric cut with half an egg. When cutting the fabric, the seam allowance should be taken into account. The
motif template is prepared for a fabric egg of 16.5 cm height. If desired, the fabric can also be cut to a slightly smaller egg shape. Chain off all Fabric cuts . 
In the first sewing step the fabric edge "half egg" is sewn around, the Web tape is now applied as a decorative border, then the sheep and the buttons should be
sewn onto the egg half. 
Now the applied egg bag is stapled and sewn onto the Fabric cut of a full decoration-Ice . 
The next step is to fold and staple both eggs-Fabric cuts together so that the left side of the fabric is on the outside. Then simply sew them together, leaving
an opening. The sewn egg can now be pulled to the right. Filling cotton wool is stuffed into the egg through the opening until it has a nice firm shape. Finally
the opening is sewn together at only - and the new pincushion is ready.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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